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Problem description/ issue addressed:

Following the purposes established by the Union Sustainable Development Strategy on 
contributing to a better quality of life in urban areas and encouraging sustainable urban 
development, as proposed in the Gothenburg Agenda and developed in 6th CEAP, the 
HISTCAPE project will focus on small towns with cultural heritage values situated in 
rural or scarcely populated areas that are part of Europe’s cultural heritage. 
Rural areas account for more than 80% of the territory of the European Union and are 
home to some 25% of the population. 
During  thousands  of  years  people  have  settled  throughout  Europe.  They  sought 
sheltered places, where water was available and they started to build their houses with 
local  materials.  From this  process,  each  area  has  inherited  a  pattern  of  houses  and 
settlements which are characteristic of that place. Each region or historical asset has 
common  and  differentiating  characteristics,  where  is  possible  to  find  representative 
environments  of  the  European  history.  Surrounding  landscapes,  a  part  of  being  the 
initiator element of these settlements, contain also the evidence of history. They have 
been modified by the mankind and adjusted to its necessities, they are places which live 
and change together with their population. By understanding local history and cultural 
values  it  is  possible  to  interpret  the landscape.  Small  settlements,  together  with the 
landscape in which they are inserted, provide the diversity, beauty and sense of place 
that defines the European countryside.      
During the last decades, small settlements were strongly affected by significant changes 
in territory development, by their progressive marginalisation, depopulation or abandon 
from main territorial networks, aging of population and lack of management capacity, 
due to a variety of pressures which frequently threaten  both its  cultural  and natural 
significance.
Also if the impact of these changes varies from one region to another, there are common 
results  which  may  be  highlighted:  loss  of  social  and  cultural  vitality,  damage  to 
landscape and loss of architectural riches and of regional and local culture.
On the contrary, the potency of these assets lies in being historical territories strictly 
related to the morphology of the landscape in which they are inserted. Their traditional 
structure  allows  a  revitalization  process  based  on  a  territorial  vision  and  on  the 
exploitation  of  their  cultural  values  as  main  source.  In  order  to  foster  a  sense  of 
European, national and local identity and to promote social cohesion, it is essential to 
preserve  these  cultural  values.  The  heritage  of  landscape,  architecture  and  popular 
culture represents a large part of our collective memory. It is important to preserve local 
traditions of buildings which are reflected in the scale, shape, structural methods and 
materials, as well as cultural traditions related to them.     



The HISTCAPE project is directed to historical assets and related landscapes, defined as 
small  cities  inserted  in  rural  or  disperse  areas   far  away  from metropolitan  areas, 
characterized by their rich historical heritage. It will focus on values preservation as the 
main source for opportunities development, avoiding a static view of the heritage and 
improving efficiency  of  a  sustainable  administrative  management  of  these assets  by 
exchanging and sharing actions of different European countries with the same common 
objective. 

Objectives of the project:

The overall objective of the HISTCAPE project is to improve the protection of 
historical assets in rural or disperse areas by the exchange of good practices. 
The project is based on the exchange and transfer of experiences among regions in 
Europe. This will enable participants to propose new methodologies and tools for the 
intervention and improvement of sustainable territorial management policies in cultural 
heritage preservation.   
According to this, the achievement of the overall objective will be assured by the 
accomplishment of these partial objectives:

1. Identify and transfer good practices for the identification of cultural values, as 
well as their classification and cataloguing methodologies

2. Propose a set of specific indicators for monitoring changes in cultural  values 
over time 

3. Develop  regional  policies  for  protecting  and  enhancing  cultural  values  by 
promoting innovation and added-value activities related with the enhancement 
of cultural assets and landscapes and facilitating the strengthening of sustainable 
economic activities and employment related to cultural landscape values

4. Contribute  to  increased  skills  in  capacity  building,  design  managing  and 
implementation tools for historic urban nodes managers both at the regional and 
local level 

5. Develop  awareness  programs  addressed  both  to  society  and  administrative 
bodies to promote conservation of cultural values

6. Suggest policy recommendations for the next round of policy interventions  
As a result, the HISTCAPE projects aims at creating a common methodology for 
documents elaboration for the protection of rural cultural heritage assets and to create 
implementation plans in the regions involved in the project. 
Main tools and mechanisms planned to achieve the overall objective of the project are: 

- Meetings and events: study visits, interregional workshops, seminars, 
conferences…

- Information and publicity support: press release, brochures, newsletters, 
website…

- Practitioners Forum hosted by the website where online discussion will be 
organised  

- Collection and transfer of Good Practices
- Strategic Plans to document innovative models of sustainable territorial 

management
- Policy recommendations to support standard conservation proposals

The experience and interaction between partners will form the basis of the project’s 
policy recommendations and dissemination of good practice.


